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Lesson 1: The Propaganda Machine 
 
PROPAGANDA 
1. Propaganda was the most important tool used by the 
Hitler regime, throughout the years of its power.  It 
enabled the Nazis to carry out their goals of 
_______________________, and to wage a war that 
would leave tremendous devastation in its path. 
 
WHAT IS “PROPAGANDA”? 
2. Propaganda is the spread of ________________  
information, aimed at influencing the attitudes and the 
_________________  of the masses.  The Nazi party used 
propaganda to influence the masses to follow their 
agenda of destruction.  In Mein Kampf, Hitler outlined 
his theory of propaganda.  He wrote that in order for an 
idea to be accepted, the message must be simple and it 
must be __________________________.  If this was 
adhered to, then the idea will be accepted no matter 
how crazy the idea is. 
 
THE GREAT LIE - WHAT THE NAZIS TAUGHT  
It is important to understand the ideas that the Nazis taught 
to the German people.  This will help us understand what they 
were thinking about Jews, and telling the German people. 
3. The “Aryan Race” was the ______________ race and, 
should therefore ___________ the world.  Hitler was the 
_______________ of the Aryan Race, and the Fuhrer; his word was therefore the law. 
4. The Jews were the lowest form of man (“vermin”/untermenchen1), and were trying to 
destroy Germany by corrupting its _____________, controlling the economy, and taking over 
the ___________________. All efforts had to be made in order to rid the world of this great 
threat. 
 
FULL CONTROL 
5. Joseph ____________ was the head of the Ministry for Public _______________ and 
Propaganda.  He mobilized every type of communication to spread this message of hate.  The 
Ministry controlled the newspapers, the ___________, art, _____________, music and the 
theater. Thousands of ________________ were shut down and thousands of journalists were 
arrested and ______________ because they were suspected of being non-sympathetic to the 
Nazi cause. 
6. One famous newspaper was called ________________________.  It constantly ran articles 
and caricatures of Jews in true __________________ form.  On every front page it said: Der 
Juden Sind Unser Ungluck! In English this means “The Jews are our ___________”. 
                                                        
1 Untermenchen: Sub-human 

A Nazi propaganda newspaper 
proclaims ‘The Mobilization of the 
Wolves’above a picture of a Jew. 
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7. The Nazis distributed cheap 
________________ so that the masses could 
hear the many speeches that were constantly 
being given as part of this ongoing 
propaganda campaign.  The Nazi soldiers 
were trained to believe that the Jews were 
some kind of _______________ creature.  The 
soldiers were given over ______________ 
radios!  
8. The Nazis made ____________ depicting 
the Jew as the ______________ of the world.  
They also hung __________ everywhere 
screaming their messages of hate. 
 
THE RESULT 
9. Everywhere the German went, he was 
bombarded by these messages.  At home, in ____________, or at work.  Eventually, the 
message began to take hold.  People began to consider these racist ideas as true ideas.  People 
were happy to find someone to blame all of their problems on. The age old anti-Semitism was 
_________________. The propaganda machine was a tremendous _____________.   

Nazis distributing radios 

Nazi propaganda against Jews. 
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Nazi cartoons depicting the Jews taking over the U.S. 
 

The technique of 
propaganda is 

simple. 
In Mein Kampf, 
Hitler writes: 

 
“All propaganda 
must be confined  

to a few 
slogans…repeated 

over and 
over…until the last 
man understands 
what they mean.” 

THE JEW THE BOLSHEVIK 

Poster for The Eternal Jew, an anti-Semitic 
Nazi propaganda exhibition in Munich, 1937. 

It is depicting the Jews as being part of the 
Russian Bolsheviks, who the German masses 

despised. 
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 Lesson 2: “How the Jews Came to Us” - 
Racial Anti-Semitism 

In the “old” anti-Semitism the Jews thought they were 
hated because of what they ________.  So, many Jews 
thought that the answer to this problem was to act like 
the non-Jews.  The Germans showed us that this did not 
help!  They said “once a Jew always a Jew”.  [The fact 
that the Jews were trying to “blend in” to the non-Jews 
just made the non-Jews hate them more!]  The Germans 
therefore developed a “new” form of anti-Semitism. In 
the “new” anti-Semitism the Jews were hated because of 
______________________________!  This is what is called 
____________ anti-Semitism. 
  

How the Jews Came to Us 
The scene of the next story is a small German town. Schoolchildren stop in the street to 
observe and comment on three ‘’Eastern Jews”. 
 
“Look at those creatures!” cries Fritz. “Those sinister Jewish noses! Those lousy 
beards! Those dirty, standing-out ears! Those bent legs! Those flat feet! Those stained, 
fatty clothes! Look how they move their hands about! How they haggle! And those 
are supposed to be men!” 
 
“And what sort of men?” replies Karl. “They are criminals of the worst sort. "He 
describes their trafficking in wares and how, when they have money enough, they 
"get rid of their dirty clothes, cut their beards off, delouse themselves, put on up-to-
date clothes and go about as if they were not Jews.  
 
In Germany they speak German and behave as though they were Germans. In France 
they speak French and act as Frenchmen. In Italy they want to be Italians; in Holland, 
Dutch; in America, Americans; and so on. So they carry on throughout the whole 
world... 
 
"Once they came from the East, dirty, lousy, without a cent; but in a few years, they 
were well to do. Today they dress very well; do not want to be Jews any more. 
 
So keep your eyes open and make a note: Once a Jew, always a Jew!" 
 

A Nazi propaganda cartoon making fun of 
Jews. 
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Lesson 3: The Boycott 
 
THE BEGINNING 
1. Immediately after Hitler came to power, the SA 
began to harass2 the Jews across the country.  They 
__________ Jews in the streets and damaged Jewish 
___________.  Furthermore, they vandalized _________ 
and stores, and threatened and ________________ 
people who were shopping at these stores. 
2. All of this increased anti-Semitic activity caused a 
big uproar in the international community.  The press 
reported the activities of the SA.  This prompted Jews 
around the world to arrange demonstrations and call 
for a boycott of German goods. On ______________, a 
huge demonstration was held in Madison 
____________________ protesting the German 
activities.  Thousands of ______________ attended 
rallies in support of the German Jews in New York and New Jersey as well. 
 
THE GERMAN “REACTION” 
3. In March of ___________, the second in 
command of the Nazis, named 
__________________, called in the leaders of 
the National Jewish organizations and warned 
them that they must stop the false rumors that 
_____________ were spreading around the 
world about the anti-Semitism of the German 
government.  Otherwise, there would be a 
“______________”. 
4. The German Jews were forced to send out 
urgent telegrams instructing the activists to 
_____________________ the situation. 
 
THE GERMAN “RESPONSE” 
5. On March 28, 1933, the government 
announced that on ___________________, there would be an official, government-
sanctioned3 boycott against all Jewish businesses and all Jewish professionals.  The reason 
given was that the boycott was in retaliation4 of the ____________________________, 
which had damaged the image of the German country. 

                                                        
2 Harass: bother or attack 
3 Sanctioned: supported 
4 Retaliation: in response to 

Jewish businessmen forced to parade 
down a street carrying signs that 

read “Don’t buy from Jews. Shop at 
German stores!” 

 

Labeling a Jewish store with a sign warning 
people not to shop there. 
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6. The Nazi propaganda machine 
spread the message around the country 
by hanging up ______________, which 
warned everyone which stores were 
Jewish and listed the _____________ of 
the owners. 
7. Although the boycott was originally 
supposed to last _________________, it 
was limited to ______________ due to 
pressure from government officials and 
the _________________ (who were 
opposed to the boycott).  

  
At a German government office. The sign reads “no 

contracts for any Jewish business.” 

Jewish business forced to identify that it is 
owned by Jews. 

SA member enforcing the boycott of Jewish 
businesses. 
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Lesson 4: The Boycott #2 
 
WHAT HAPPENED 
1. As mentioned earlier, on 
________________, the Nazi government 
took its first __________ step against the 
Jews by implementing a country-wide 
boycott against all Jewish businesses.  
This was the first time that the 
__________ had done something that 
was an officially anti-semitic action. 
2. Although the boycott was officially 
just for _____________, many non-Jews 
continued to avoid Jewish owned stores 
even after this one day.  People were 
swept up in the mood of 
_________________, and were also afraid 
that the Nazis were keeping track of 
exactly who was shopping in the Jewish 
stores through __________________.   
3. Many Jewish businesses _______________ as a result of this. This was the beginning 
of the end of the German Jews’ rights to exist as normal human beings in Germany.  
 
THE REACTIONS 
4. Many German ______________ were 
unhappy with the boycott, because it 
affected many _______________ 
workers. The Nazis still had more work 
to do before the entire country would 
be _______________ into believing that 
the Jews had to be destroyed. 
5. The Jews of Germany were 
horrified by the boycott and by the 
________________ that the German 
government was making against 
them.  Some Jews began to leave 
Germany, but ___________ Jews 
thought that this new mood in 
Germany would blow over and 
things would get better. 
6. Some Jews reacted to this anti-
Semitism by saying that this was a punishment from ____________, and was caused by 
the fact that so many Jews had ________________________________.  (Remember:  The 
boycott took place on _________________!)   However, most Jews did not take note of the 
irony.   

Goebbels announcing the boycott. 

Nazi storm troopers marching through the streets after a rally 
in Nuremberg. 
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Lesson 5: Aryanization (1933-1938) 
      
 “RECLAIMING GERMAN PROPERTY” 

1. The Germans had decided that all 
___________________ really was “taken” from the 
Germans.  It was therefore necessary to 
“___________________” all of the property to its 
“rightful owners” (the Germans). 

2. The Germans therefore began a process which 
they called _________________.  This meant the 
legal transfer of Jewish property to German 
“Aryans”.  This was nothing more than legalized 
______________.   In order to insure that the 
economy would not be too shaken up by this 
complicated process, the Nazis implemented this 
process in ___________. 

 
STAGE ONE 

3. From the years ___________________ the Jews 
were not forced by the law to sell their businesses.  
It was only “_________________”.  In other words, 
the Germans fired Jews employees, and Jewish stores were constantly 
________________.  Many Germans refused to sell wares to the Jewish stores, and 
many Germans continued the ____________________ (although it was officially 
only for one day).  Under these circumstances, many Jews “_________________” to 
sell their businesses because 
there was simply no way 
that they could stay in 
business. 

4. In __________ Hitler 
appointed 
____________________ to 
oversee the 
“_______________________” 
which was a plan that was 
supposed to prepare the 
German economy for 
___________.  Goring 
______________ the pace of 
the “Aryanization”.  He 
fought “_______________ 
Aryanization”, which was when a business was run by a Jew, but officially owned 
by a German. By _____________ most businesses were “Aryanized” besides for a 
few of the largest ones.   

 
 

 

Workers remove a sign from a Jewish store in Germany. 

Hermann Goering 
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STAGE TWO 
5. On __________________ the government made a law which required all Jews to 

register any property that they owned.  On that same day they also made a law 
that all transfers of property from Jew to non-Jew must be _______________ by the 
government.  This allowed the government to _________________ the property that 
was being “transferred”.  Jewish business owners had no choice but to sell their 
businesses at the very low prices that the government “approved”.   

6. In__________________ it was declared that all Jewish businesses must be shut 
down by _________________.  These last businesses generally sold for less than 
______ of their value and sometimes for less than ______ of their value. 

7. Finally, on _________________ the Nazis decreed that all Jews could be forced to 
either sell or give up any ownership in any business or _________________.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Mischling was the legal term used in Nazi Germany to denote persons 
deemed to have mixed ancestry. Meaning someone with both "Aryan" and 

Jewish ancestry. 
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Lesson 6: Anti-Jewish Legislation 
 
ANTI-JEWISH LEGISLATION 
7. Shortly after the boycott, the government began making ________________ against the 
Jews.  One of the first laws was called the “Law of the _________________ of the 
Professional Civil Service”.  This law forced all "__________________” to “___________” 
from public service.  (Non-Aryans were defined as people who had at least ________ 
Jewish grandparent.)  The German people simply fired all of these Jewish employees.  
Sometimes, _______________ were sent to physically pull these people out of their offices. 
8. Over the next few months, the laws against the Jews continued.  Hitler targeted the 
Jewish ________________ and Jewish students.  All Jewish doctors were fired from the 
health clinics, and the Jewish ____________, ____________, and accountants were 
“_____________” and forced to “______________”.     
 
CITIZENSHIP 
9. Hitler targeted the Jews who had ______________ to Germany, before attacking the 
Jews who were ____________ in Germany.  The “Law for the Repeal of Naturalization” 
was passed in July of _________.  This law stripped the citizenship of all of the immigrants 
who had immigrated to Germany after the beginning of ______________________.  For 
the time being, the rest of the German Jews were still considered German citizens.  This 
would change... as we shall soon see...  
 
  

Nazi rally in Nuremberg, 1933 
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Lesson 7: The Decrees Worsen... 
 
SHECHITA LAW 
1. On April 21, 1933, the Germans passed a law 
prohibiting shechita.  They reasoned that shechita was 
considered a _________________ to kill animals.  This 
“cruelty” was just too much for the tender German hearts 
to bear.   
2. The Germans did permit shechita if the animal was 
stunned with an electric shock before the shechita was 
done. However, the poskim5, led by _________________, 
ruled that it was not permitted to shecht in this way. 
3. This law caused lots of hardship for the frum Jews, 
because __________ was a big staple in their diets. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
EDUCATION 
4. The Jews were slowly but surely squeezed out of the educational system in Germany.  
This applied to teachers and students. 
 
                                                        
5 Poskim: Halachic authorities 

Translation: How Jews Torment 
Animals: "The animal fell once more 

to the ground. Slowly it died. The 
Jews stood around and laughed." 

In this story the accusations of ritual murder are repeated: 
 
Two boys, Kurl and Otto, go to a Jewish slaughter house, hide themselves, so they 
can watch the Jews killing a cow. The process of fixing the cow and the operation, 
involves callous brutality and schadenfreude¹ on the part of the Jewish butchers. Four 
Jews hold down the cow while its neck is being cut. 
"The Jews stand there and laugh." 
At the end, Otto says: "Kurl, now I believe you. The Jews are the meanest persons in 
the world."  
Kurl answers: "Yes, the Jews are a murderous people. With the same brutality and 
lust for blood with which they kill animals, they also kill human beings. Have you 
ever heard of ritual murders? On such occasions, the Jews kill boys and girls, men 
and women. From the beginning Jews have been murderers. They are devils in 
human form. There is a saying: ‘’Anger, envy, hatred, rage, are in the blood of the 
Jew toward every people on the earth who do not belong to the ‘chosen’”. He kills 
animals and men. His blood-lust knows no bound. The world can only recover when 
it is rid of the Jew. 
 
¹schadenfreude: pleasure derived by someone from another person's misfortune. 
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Date The Law 
April 25, 1933 Quotas are set for schools.  No more than _____% of those accepted 

are allowed to be Jews. If the Jews are already over ___% of the 
school, the number must be reduced to ___% by expelling extra 
students.   

Dec 13, 1934 High school teachers “__________” only. 
Sept 10, 1935 More quotas on the schools. 
Oct 15, 1935 No Jewish private _________ for German children. 
June 1, 1938 Jewish schools stop receiving ___________________.  
Nov 15, 1938 No Jewish children in German ________________. 
Dec 8, 1938 All Jews banned from German _____________________. 

 
 
THE NUREMBERG LAWS 
INTRODUCTION: R’ Shlomo Volbe Zt”l wrote in the name of R’ Yisroel Salanter Zt”l the 
following statement:  In return for the Reform “Shulchan Aruch,” which permits 
intermarriage with gentiles, the day will come when the gentiles will write a “Shulchan 
Aruch” of their own, which will forbid gentiles to marry Jews. The Kelmer Maggid said: 
The German will not persecute the Jew with ordinary, run-of-the-mill persecution.  When 
he rises to power, he will not simply oppress Israel, but he will make the hatred of Israel 
into a kind of “Shulchan Aruch’’...  Because of the sin of the “Shulchan Aruch” of Geiger, 
a new, German version of the “Shulchan Aruch” is going to arise against the Jewish 
people.  And there, Heaven save us, it will be written: “The only thing to do with even 
the best Jew is kill him.” 
 
5. On ________________________, right after the annual Nazi rally, the Nuremberg Laws 
were announced with much fanfare.   
6. The Nuremberg laws were broken into two basic categories.   

A) The Reich Citizenship Law: All Jews were stripped of their 
_____________________. 

B) The Protection of German Blood and Honor:   
i) Jews could not ___________ Germans.   
ii) Jews were not permitted to _________ the German ________. 

7. Hitler explained to the Reichstag that these laws were really for the _______________ 
of the Jews.  His “reason” was that the Jews acted with very ____________ behavior.  The 
Aryans could only be ______________ to fight back.  In order to stop this cycle of violence, 
the Nuremberg Laws simply “had” to be created. 
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Lesson 8: The Deception 
 
THE OLYMPICS 
1. The Germans hosted the Olympics in 
_________.  There was much debate in the USA 
if the Americans should _________________ in 
the Olympics. (We already mentioned that 
many people in America had been ____________ 
the way the Jews were being treated in 
Germany.)  The Americans decided to 
___________ their athletes to the Olympics, 
despite all of the anti-Semitism that existed in 
Germany at that time.  After all, there were 
Olympic games to be played!  So what if the 
Germans weren’t being so nice to the Jews... 
2. Truth be told, the IOC (International Olympic 
Committee), fearing a mass _____________ of 
the Olympics, insisted that the Olympic games 
were not to be used to promote 
_________________, and that the Germans were 
not to ______________ against Jewish athletes in any way.  After being threatened that the 
Olympic games were going to be cancelled, the Germans agreed to the terms of the IOC.  
However, in reality, the Germans did use the Olympics to promote their idea of the superior 
Aryan race.  Pamphlets were given out, and ___________ were made about the superiority of 
the Aryan race.  The new ______________________, where the games were played, was draped6 
in Nazi flags.  (As one can see when looking at the picture.)  Furthermore, all ___________ 
athletes were denied the “opportunity” to play for 
Germany, besides for one non-Jew of Jewish descent, 
who was allowed to represent Germany after the threat 
of cancellation of the games.   
3. The myth of the Aryan race received a big “hit” from 
one American athlete named _______________.  As one 
can see in the picture on the next page, Owens was 
certainly not from the so-called Aryan race.  However, 
he beat Germany’s (and the rest of the world’s) top 
athletes, and won the gold medal by breaking the world 
record for the long-jump (by jumping 
_____________________), as well as earning ____ other 
gold medals in other track events, in the 100 meters race, 
200 meters race, long jump, and 4 × 100 meter relay.  He 
became known as the “fastest man on Earth”! He was by far the most successful athlete at the 
games. To make the problem even worse, the __________ loved Owens.  He was actually 
helped by his German long-jump competitor (who he ended up beating) by giving Owens 

                                                        
6 Draped: covered in 

The Olympic flame arrives at the opening 
ceremony to a packed stadium draped with 

swastikas. 

Giving the Nazi salute at the Olympic 
games. 
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advice, and they became life-long friends!  The image of the “Aryan Race” being superior7 was 
dealt quite a blow at the Olympics... 
4. At the same time, the Germans, under the leadership 
of _____________________, made sure that the world 
did not see the real anti-Semitism that had been going 
on.  Goebbels ordered that all foreigners should be 
treated nicely - including ____________.  He also 
ordered that all of the anti-Semitic propaganda should 
be stopped during the Olympics.  The anti-Semitic 
newspaper, __________________, was hidden away, 
and all anti-Semitic _________________ were taken 
down.   
5. The democratic world fell for the German tactics, and 
was ____________ that the Nazis really were nice guys after all.  President _______________ 
received glowing reports about the wonderful Germans, and the world ___________ to ignore 
the “rumors” of the anti-Semitism that they had heard about... 
Even some Jews hoped that the tolerant8 behavior of the Germans during the Olympics was a 
sign of a ___________ for the better for the Jews in Germany.  However... this was not to be... 
THINK: Was it really possible that the world was so totally fooled by the Germans?!  
There were Nazi flags and Nazi literature everywhere!  Or maybe they just didn’t 
care so much anyways…

                                                        
7 Superior: better and higher quality 
8 Tolerant: accepting 

A bored Chancellor watches a game 
between Britain and Hungary. 

Mitte Woodruff- winner of the 800-
meter dash. Notice that he is not 

doing the Heil Hitler salute. 

Jesse Owens- the man that 
embarrassed Hitler, 

receiving 4 Gold Medals.  

Model of the Berlin Olympic Stadium being 
shown to foreign and German guests. 

 


